
First-time Rider Training 

• Verify the golfer has viewed the safety video.  

• Check that they have read and signed the liability waiver.  

• Provide the first-time rider training on a flat, open, grassy area.  

 

BOARD FEATURES  

Familiarize the golfer with the ON/OFF, HIGH/LOW and FORWARD/REVERSE switches. LOW speed 

is approximately 5 mph and HIGH speed is 10 mph.  

Emphasize the importance of GRADUALLY engaging the thumb throttle to accelerate.  

Point out there is not a separate breaking system. To stop, instruct the rider to simply release the trigger. 
It may take up to 20 feet to completely stop the GolfBoard, so remind the rider to keep a safe distance 
from all objects.  

Instruct new users to operate the board in LOW speed during the first few holes, or until they become 
proficient at gradually accelerating, turning and stopping.  

BOARD DEMONSTRATION  

Show the golfer the proper stance – a “surfer stance,” sideways on the Board with feet shoulder width 
apart. Feet should be slightly staggered with the toes of the front foot on one edge and the heel of the 
other foot on the opposite edge.  



Demonstrate how the rider should shift their body weight from one side of the board to the other in 
order to turn. Tell the golfer they can use the stability bar to help turn the board, but they should 
primarily use the shifting of their body weight.  

Be sure the board is in LOW speed and demonstrate moving the board forward and backwards.  
 

NEW USER PRACTICE  

Ask the golfer to stand next to the GolfBoard, with their toes safely away from the wheels of the board. 

Make sure the board is set to LOW speed and in FORWARD.  

Instruct the golfer to slowly depress the trigger while walking alongside the GolfBoard in to order to 

practice moving the board forward a few feet at a controlled the speed.  

Have the golfer practice moving the GolfBoard in reverse, again slowly walking along side.  

Ask the golfer to get on the board using the proper stance, and while stationary practice shifting their 

body weight from side to side to simulate turning.  

After the golfer has demonstrated competency moving the board in forward and reverse, as well as 

shifting their body weight to simulate turning, have them ride the board in LOW speed in an open flat 

area.  

Once the golfer feels comfortable riding the board in the practice area, and has demonstrated they know 

how to safely operate the GolfBoard, they can proceed to ride the course!  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